follows quickly. A similar result for Pontrjagin classes of T" vector bundles and fixed point sets of isotropy subgroups was obtained by Gomez [3] using very different methods.
Theorem B. If T" acts smoothly and effectively on Mn+k then wZk_,(M) =
~H-Tk-'xZ2 DtE(M, WI.
Here E(M, H) denotes the components of F(M, H) of codimension 2k-1. The proof of Theorem B is considerably more difficult, since we cannot obtain a generic collection of n -k + 2 vector fields from the action.
As an application of Theorem B we compute the toral degrees of symmetry of the Dold manifolds P(4r-t 1,2). a x, Let T" = R"/Z" denote the n-torus. If M is a differentiable manifold with smooth T" action and XE M, then TI: will denote the isotropy subgroup at T: = {g E T" 1 gx = x}, and F( M, H) will denote the fixed point set of H. Let
E( M, I-f) = {x E M / T: = H}; then E( M, H) is an open subset of F( M, I-f) and if X is any component of F(M, H), then X is a closed submanifold of M and X n E(M, H) is either empty or dense in X (see [I]). Thus E(M, H) is a union of disjoint closed submanifolds
of M.
Preliminaries
If A" is a closed submanifold of a manifold Bb, then the Poincare dual of A, [7] .
D(A) E Hb-"(B;
The theorems in this paper have no content if k > n, and thus we assume henceforth that k G n.
If T" acts effectively on Mn+k, then T: must act effectively on the slice at x, and hence Tz admits a faithful representation into a space of dimension i.e., hE&'cA which is impossible.
Hence da( p( h)) is generic, and consequently Y* is also. 0
Proof of Theorem B
We start with a simplifying lemma:
Lemma 4. It is suficient to proveTheorem B for closed manifolds M such that F(M, H)=0 for H= Tk.
Proof. By Lemma 1 it is sufficient to prove Theorem B for closed T" manifolds. 
. Then (WZk-,(M,), x)=(w~~_~(M,),~*[Q])= (%kPI(MI),&..&[Q]) = (j*%kPl(Ml),&Q]) = (%k-1(M2),~*[Q]) = (k*W2k-,(M), &Q]) = (%kPI(M), k*.f*[Ql), and similarly (B( M,), x) = (B(M), k,f*[ Q]).
Hence, it is sufficient to prove the theorem for M, a closed manifold with F( M, Hi) = 0 for H, = Tk. 0 Consider first the case that A/T" = S'. The map p: U+ A/ T" is constant on orbits, thus dp 0 p =O. In particular dp(O"Pkil) = 0. But p is the projection of a smooth equivariant fibre bundle. Hence, there is a section X of 12k-* such that dp(X) = a/813 E T(S').
Lemma 5. If Mn+k is a closed manifold with a smooth effective T" action and F(M, H) = 0 for H L-Tk, then T(M) splits equivariantly as T(M) = t3n~kt'0~2kP1
We define the desired section (1) and support bc U. Note that Z(x)= rp(v)(x) and hence dp,Y(x)= dp, then dp(Y)(q)=dp(X)(q)=b(q)dp(ngradp)=b(q)dp(gradp) since dp(B)=O; thus dp( Y)(q) = b(q) dp(grad p) = b(q) < grad p, grad p) a/at # 0 except at the minimum and maximum of p; i.e., at F(A, H), H = Tkm' xZ,.
0
Finally we have: As an application of the result above we shall compute the smooth toral degree at symmetry of the Dold manifold P (4r+ 1,2) . Recall that the smooth toral degree of symmetry of a manifold, M, is the dimension of the largest torus that acts smoothly and effectively on M (see [4] ). The Dold manifold P(m, n) is the orbit space of S" XCP" by the involution (x, zo, . . . . , z,)+ (-x, zo,. . . , Z,), thus dim P(m, n) = m+2n. Also H*(P(m, n); Z,) is generated by classes c, d with degree c = 1, degree d = 2, with only the relations c m+l = 0, d"" =O, We now have:
Proposition 7. 7'he toral degree of symmetry of P(4r-t 1,2) is 2rf2.
Proof. We first construct an effective action of T2'12 on S4'+' x CP2 that commutes with the involution. Regard S4'+' c C"+' and let +: T2'+2 x S4'+' xCP'+ S4'+' x@P* be given by (tr, . . . , t2r+2)(z,, . . . , z*~+~, wo, w,, w2) = (e2i"*1z1,. . . , e2rrir2,+lz2r+,r wo, w, cos 27rt2r+2+ w2 sin 27rt2,+2-0, sin 2nt2r+2+ w2 cos 27rt2r+2). Clearly rC, descends to an effective action on P(4r+ 1,2) and hence the toral degree at symmetry is >2r+2.
To prove that toral degree of symmetry is 2r+2, we suppose T2r+3 acts smoothly and effectively on P(4r-t 1,2). Then w,(P(4r+ 1,2) =0 and w4,+3(P(4r+ 1,2)) = 4r+'d # 0 since the total Stiefel-Whitney class of P( m, n) is given by W(P( m, n)) = ;I+ c)" (l 
+c+ d)"+'([2]).
But by Corollary 6, w~~+~=O if P(4r+ 1,2) admits an action of T2r+3. Thus the smooth toral degree of symmetry of P(4r+ 1,2) is 2r+2. q
